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Abstract - Power management in mobile units has always been a daunting task for designers and 
programmers. The Hard disk consumes a substantial amount of power resources available to the node in 
terms of Spin up and continuation of Disk spin. Many techniques and algorithms have been introduced 
under device power management schemes in various hardware components of mobile ad hoc nodes which 
are divided into two major types, Prediction based and Threshold based schemes. We compare a time 
based threshold technique with a preset time limit and an APRIORI based predictive scheme which uses 
data mining techniques. Then we compare and see the power saving efficiency of both schemes via 
simulation. 
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1. Introduction 

Power saving schemes in MANETS are based under Device Power Management and System software based 
schemes. Hard disk power conservation issues fall under Device Management. Since the node has a lot of 
hardware components which use the power available, out of that available power, Hard Disk uses about 20% 
[1]. The realistic power saving schemes for devices are Threshold based and Prediction based both relating to 
adaptive policies for Spin Up and Spin Down as in [2]. The main use of power in Hard Disks is the Disk Spin 
up, the longer the disk spins and the more frequently the control causes the disk to spin up, the more power is 
drawn from the battery source. Since a Service Request (r) may have any arrival time from a Sink in the 
network, the primary job of the Hard Disk power management scheme is to decide the Spin Down timing of the 
Disk. It is tempting to initiate the Spin down of the disk after the Service Request has ended, it may result in un 
necessary Frequent Spin Ups in the disk which are a lot in number [5]. Resulting in the overall decrease in 
performance in terms of data read/write rates of the Node. The comparison Algorithms run till a time of 
minimum power level or any threshold limit is reachedas in [4]. 

2. An APRIORI based power management Scheme 

Many data mining techniques and tools available today enable us to perform frequent mining on various data 
sets available. In MANETS, the nodes receive the requests variably, and the Service request start and end 
timings can be mined via a set of association and mining rules decided by either the Node itself or the Cluster 
Head (CH). These mining methods as in [3][9] enable us to find and predict the average time of each service 
request or (tf).  

      Consider a Node N receiving a set of requests from various sinks or self-generated source request in a given 
network, as in an On Demand request model [6][10]. The node maintains a set A which contains the timing 
values of all requests. These values are generated by the node or the Cluster head using Frequently mined data 
of Start and End time of each request. The data is stored in the Node memory with each node having its own 
data set. The mining metrics include use of Support and Confidence values as in [3] which are temporary to 
each node in the network and are controlled by the Cluster Head or the network Administrator. Hence each node 
defines a set say A = {tr1, tr2, tr3, tr4, . . .,tr(n)}, Where tr(n) is the mined value of the runtime of the nth request the 
node receives. 
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We also define tf as the average time of each request in Eq. (1). 

t /2           (1) 

 
Fig. 1.  Frame allocation method to Spin up of the Disk. 

The half of the average time tf is then set as a quantized frame, at the start of which the node constantly checks if 
and new request or pending request exists. In case a new request arrives, the node allocates a time frame equal 
to tf to this disk spin up. And when the current allocated time frame ends the node checks whether the request is 
still present or has ended. If the tr(n) of that request exceeds the tf, the node allocates another time frame equal to 
tf  to the disk spin, this process continues till all requests end or the battery runs out. 

Consider the classification of the types of requests on the basis of the time it takes to complete. Where we have 
“a” number of requests which take only one Time frame to complete, and “b” as the number of requests which 
take two frames to complete, the requests which take more than 2 frames are n-(a+b). As shown in Fig. 1.The 
frames allocated to “a”, “b” and “n-(a+b)” number of requests is shown by Eq. (2). Which also represents the 
total uptime of the Hard Disk in seconds, also represented by red lines in Fig. 1. The requests which take more 
than 2 frames can be reduced to the sum of “a” and “b” type frames for simplification purposes. If not, we 
assume that requests which take more than 2 frames don’t take more than 3 frames of disk spin. Or the time 
taken by requests of “n-(a+b)” number equals 3*tf. 

2.1.  Runtime Cases 

The Worst and average cases are of the same bounds and are represented by Eq. (2), and best case of the total 
Uptime of the diskis represented by Eq. (3). The total disk uptime is represented by Tu. 

∗ 2 ∗ ∗ 3 ∗ ∗    (2) 

∗    (3) 

3. A Time based Threshold power management Scheme 

In a time based threshold policy we use a preset time limit of (th) after the end of current request during which if 
the node receives no request the disk goes into a lower RPM spinning state or a state where the disk completely 
stops spinning as in [7]. This is different from a scheme by [6] where we calculate the node switch off time for 
charge recovery. For simplification in comparison we use the state in which the disk completely stops spinning. 
In case the node does receive a request in the given threshold time it continues spinning at highest RPM till the 
end of that request and then allocates another time limit for which the disk continues spinning waiting for 
another request. This policy is ideal in situation where we try to avoid the spin up time and power consumed by 
the disk in spin up from a sleep or dead state, which consumes a lot of power resources [5].The worst case 
scenario of this policy is when each request doesn’t arrive in any of the next allotted threshold time. The disk 
has to be spun up again from a dead state each time a new request arrives. As shown in Fig. 2 with request r2. 
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Fig 3. Simulation Model 

Table 1.  Data from a given Node A. 

Request Time of 
request 

Arrival Time Difference in case 
of Overlap 

No. of Time 
frames allocated 

1 80 56 - 2 

2 95 403 - 3 

3 102 518 20 2 

4 60 711 - 2 

5 112 810 - 3 

Total 454    

4.1.  Simulation of the Prediction Model 

The timing values used for APRIORI Based Prediction model taken from Table 1, calculated via Eq. (2), Eq. (2) 
are fed to the control circuit using signal generator values as shown in Fig. 4. The Fig. 5 shows 3 graphs in 
APRIORI (Time Frame) based power management scheme, containing the Battery Voltage Drop, SOC decline 
with time.The Fig. 6 shows 3 graphs containing the Switch current, Switch voltage, Switch power time of the 
load considered to be the Hard Disk.The Final SOC after the simulation ends equals 45%. 

 
Fig. 4. Timing values of the Signal generator in Prediction Model 
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Fig. 5. Voltage Drop, SOC, Speed Switch in APRIORI, Time Frame based approach. 

 
Fig. 6. Switch current, Switch voltage, Switch power in APRIORI, Time Frame based approach. 

4.2. Simulation of the Threshold Model 

The timing values used for Time Based Threshold model taken from Table 1, calculated via Eq. (4), Eq. (5), Eq 
(6) are fed to the control circuit using signal generator values as shown in Fig. 7.The Fig. 8 shows 3 graphs in 
Time threshold based power management scheme, containing the Battery Voltage Drop, SOC decline with time. 
The Final SOC after the simulation ends equals 40%. 

 
Fig. 7. Timing values of the Signal generator in Threshold Model 

The Fig. 9 shows 3 graphs containing the Switch current, Switch voltage, Switch power time of the loads 
considered to be the Hard Disk. 
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Fig. 8. Voltage Drop, SOC, Speed Switch in Time Threshold based approach. 

 
Fig. 9. Switch current, Switch voltage, Switch power in Time Threshold based approach. 

Conclusion 

In both the techniques discussed above, we can easily see that in APRIORI based management, the SOC is extra 
5% than in the Time Threshold based approach. We can also conclude that even when both the approaches are 
almost equally efficient, the APRIORI based prediction method is less complicated in application.The 
constraints of the Data mining process are to be selected carefully as in power optimal scheduling and routing 
protocol[8], which tries tominimize in overall the total average power in the network. These values include 
Confidence and Support level and ideal selection of tf for the cluster or a group of nodes, subjected to 
constraints suchas peak transmission power of the nodes and achievable data rate per link. 
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